We investigate two-cardinal properties of ideals. These properties involve notions such as Luzin sets, special coverings, etc. We apply our results to the ideals of meagre sets and of negligible sets in the real line. In case of the negligible sets, we relate these properties to caliber and precalibers of the measure algebra.
Introduction
We shall use standard set theoretical notation and terminology (see e.g. [K] ). We work in the ZFC set theory. By CH we denote the Continuum Hypothesis, by GCH the General Continuum Hypothesis and by MA the Martin's Axiom. If zc is a cardinal then by MAK we denote the Martin's Axiom restricted to c.c.c. partial orders of powers less then k . By c we denote continuum. Letters k,X,p denote cardinal numbers and a,ß,y,S denote ordinal numbers.
By P(X) we denote the family of all subsets of the set X. A family 3 Ç P(X) is called an ideal on the set X if it is closed under finite unions and subsets, and contains all finite subsets of the set X. For any ideal 3 on the set X we define the following four cardinal numbers: add(3) = min{|£|: XÇ38c{jX(£3} , cov(3) = min ¡\X\: X C 3&{JX = *} , non(3) = min {\A\ : A C X&A g 3} , cofp) = min {\X\ : X C 3&(VA e 3)(3B e X)(A ç B)} .
By tam we denote the family of all sequences of natural numbers. On the set tow we define the relation <* by / <* g «■ (3n e û>)Cym > n)(f(m) < g(m)). Let b = min{|X\ : -,(3/ € toa)(Vg e X)(g <* /)} and _ D = min{|£| : (V/ e cow)(3g e X)(f <* g)}.
Note that the notations b and D are due to E. van Douwen. A sequence (fa: a < zc) of functions from of is called a zc-scale if fa <* /" for a < ß < k and for every function g e cow there exists a < k such that g <* fa. Note that zc-scale exists for some zc if and only if b = ö . Let R denote the set of real numbers and Q the set of rational numbers. Let TTC denote the ideal of Lebesgue measure subsets of R and let 317 denote the ideal of the first category subsets of R. The following diagram shows the relations which holds between the cardinal functions introduced above for ideals 317 and & : cov ( In this diagram zc -> X means ZFC k < X. Two additional relations hold:
add(3f) = min(cov(^), b) and cof(377) = max(non(^), D). A detailed discussion of this diagram can be found in [F] . Let Se denote the family of all Borel subsets of the real line. The measure algebra 77Í is the quotient algebra 3 § ¡5f. Let 03 be a complete boolean algebra and let zc, X be cardinal numbers. We say that the algebra 03 has (zc, A)-caliber if for every family X ç 03 of cardinality zc there exists a subfamily y ç X of cardinality X such that inf(JO > 0. We say that the algebra 03 has (zc,A)-precaliber if for every family X ç 03 of cardinality zc there exists a centered subfamily ^ ç X of cardinality X. It is well known that any c.c.c. boolean algebra has (N(, NQ)-precaliber and that the measure algebra has (N¡, N0)-caliber (see e.g. [T] ).
Let TTftfl? denote the family of all functions from oe into finite subsets of oj such that for every n e to we have \f(n)\<n . The following three lemmas are proved in [F] : Lemma 1.1. There are functions F: 37 -> 57 and G: 777C -* 37 such that for every Ae3T and Be 57 if Y(A) ç B then A c G(B). Lemma 1.2. There are functions F': wffl -► 3777 and G: 317 -> of such that for any A e 377 and f e of if F(/) ç A then f <* G(A). Lemma 1.3. There are functions F: of -* 57 and G: 57 -» 5f^^ such that for any f e of and A e 57 if F(/) ç A then for all but finitely many n e to we have f(n) e G(A)(n).
Arbitrary ideals
Let 3 be an ideal on a set X. A subset A of X is a (zc, A)-Luzin set for the ideal 3 if \A\ = k and for every fie]
we have \A n B\ < X. Recall that (c,Nj)-Luzin sets for 37 are called Luzin sets and (c,N,)-Luzin sets for 5f are called Sierpiñski sets. It is well known that MA implies the existence of (c,c)-Luzin sets for 3Í7 and 77?. The construction of (c,N,)-Luzin sets for this ideal in the absence of CH requires the forcing techniques. Namely, if C = {ca:a<zc} is a sequence of independent Cohen reals over the model M of ZFC then in the model M[C] the set C is a (zc, NJ-Luzin set for the ideal 3Z . A similar fact is true for random reals. If C = {ra: a < zc} is a sequence of independent random reals over M then in M A family X ç 3 is called a (zc, A)-Rothberger family for the ideal if \X\ = k and for every $7 ç X if |^| = X then \}y = X. The existence of (c,c)-Rothberger families for 7%? or J? can be easily deduced from MA. One Cohen real always produces a (c,N,)-Rothberger family for the ideal 77? (see [CP] ). It is easy to see that C(3,k,X) =» R(3,k,X), C(3,k,X) => L(3,k,X), R(3,k,X) => N(3,k,X) and L(3,k,X) => N(3,k,X) for all cardinal numbers zc and X. Hence the property C(3, zc, X) is the strongest one among those introduced above and N(3, k , X) is the weakest one.
Lemma 2.5. If k > X then C(3, k , X) does not hold.
Proof. Suppose that X<k and that X is a (zc,A)-base of 3. Let {Ta: a < X} be any subfamily of X of different sets. For every a < X let Ca be any set from 3 such that CTa . Let D be any element of {{T e X: Ca CT) : a < X}. Then {T e X: ->(D ç T)} 2 {Ca: a < X). This contradicts the definition of a (zc,A)-base. D The sequence (Aa : a < zc) of elements of 3 is called a zc-base of 3 if for every element A of 3 there is q < zc such that A c A and A c A" if a < ß <K. Lemma 2.6. If C(3, zc, zc) then there exists a K-base of the ideal 3.
Proof. If zc is a regular cardinal number then an easy induction may be applied. Suppose hence that cf(zc) < zc and let (zca : a < zc) be a monotonie and cofinal in zc sequence of cardinal numbers. Let X be a (zc,zc)-base of 3. For any a < cf(zc) let Ta = {A e X: \{T e X: -.(T 2 A)}\ < kJ . Note that if a < ß < cf(zc) then Ta ç T". We claim that for every a < cf(zc) we have \Ta\ < k . Suppose that the claim is not true for some a < cf(zc). Then Ta is an ordinary base of 3 and it follows that it is a (zc,zcQ)-base, contradicting Lemma 2.5.
We define by induction a sequence (Aa: a < cf(zc)) as follows:
Aa e {{B e X: B D C}: C e Taö {Ac: C < a}}.
It is easy to check that there is a cf(zc)-base of the ideal 3. a Theorem 2.7. // C(3,k,X) then k = X and cf(zc) = add(3) = cof(3). Conversely, if add(3) = cof(3) then C(3, add(3), add(3)). Moreover, if cf(zc) = add(3) = cof(3), zc < \X\ and (VA e 3)(3B e 3)(\B -A\ = |A"|) then
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. The proof of the second part is by standard transfinite induction. Note that if (Aa: a < cf(zc)) is a cf(zc)-base of 3 and (VA e 3)(3B c 3)(|5 -A\ = \X\) then we may assume that if a < ß then \A" -Aa\ = \X\. Hence it is possible to refine the sequence (Aa: a < cf(zc)) to length k . a
The next two propositions show the connection between properties of ideals introduced previously and the cardinal functions.
Proposition 2.9. Suppose that X < zc. Then
(1) N(3,k,X) =* (add(3) < X < k < cof(3)), (2) R(3, K, X) => (cov(3) < X < k < non(3)), (3) L(3, K,k) => (non(3) < X < k < cov(3)).
We omit the elementary proofs of these propositions. Suppose that A ç U x V, ueU and v e V. Then Au = {y e V: (u,y) e A) and Av = {xeU: (x,v)eA).
Lemma 2.10. The following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) Cf(zc) = cf(A), (2) there are two sets A,B ÇkxX such that A u B = k x X, for every a < k we have \Aa\ < X and for every ß < X we have \Bß\ < k .
Proof. It is clear that condition (1) implies condition (2). Hence suppose that condition (2) holds. Observe that from the symmetry of assumption it follows that it is sufficient to prove that cf(zc) > cf(A). Let us suppose that cf(zc) < cf(A). We will consider two cases.
Case 1. X < k . Note that cf(zc) < cf(A) < A < zc , hence zc is a singular cardinal number. Let (zca: a < cf(zc)) be a monotonie and cofinal in zc sequence of cardinal numbers. For any ß < X we define
Then /: A -> cf(zc). Hence there exists a0 < cf(zc) such that |/~'({a0})| = A. Let T = \J{Bß: ß e /~'({a0})}. Then \T\ < zc. Let us take a, e k -T.
Then f~x({aQ}) Q Aa but this is impossible. Hence Case 1 is eliminated.
Case 2. A > zc. We may assume that cf(A) ^ zc since otherwise we would have cf(zc) = cf(A) and this contradicts our assumption.
Subcase 2.1. cf(A) > zc. For ß < X we put f(ß) = min(K-Bß). Then /: A -» zc and we can find a0 < k such that \f~ ({a0})| = A. But f~ ({a0}) ç A, which is impossible.
Subcase 2.2. cf(A) < zc . Let (k : r¡ < cf(zc)) be a monotonie and cofinal in zc sequence of regular cardinal numbers. For any ß < X we define f(ß) = min{z7 < cf(zc): (Vf > n)\Bß n zc{| < k(} .
Then /: A -► cf(zc). Since cf(zc) < cf(A) there exists n0 < cf(zc) such that \f~X({n0})\ = A. Let nx be such that n0 < nx < cf(/c) and zc > cf(A).
Note that if ß e f~X({n0}) then \Bß nzc^| < k^ . For f < k^ we define //{ = {ß < X: f(ß) = n0 and Km n Bß ç (}. Then //f C H( if f < Í and rl({n0}) = \J{Hc'-C<Km}.
We claim that there exists Ç < k such that \HJ = X. Suppose that this is not true. Since cf(A) < A we can find a monotonie and cofinal in A sequence (Xa: a < cf(A)) of regular cardinal numbers. For f < zc we put g(Ç) = min{n < cf(A): |//{| < A }. Then g: k -* cf(A) and g is a monotonie function. Hence g is a bounded function! Let p be such that for every Ç < k we have |/LJ<A". Then X = \rx({n0})\ = ¡{Ji^: Ç < Km}\ < X^k^ <k.
Hence the claim is proved.
Thus we can find £ < zc such that |/LJ = A. But then if ß e H, then ß,ß)$B hence (C,ß) eA. Thus //f ç A^ and hence X<k . U Theorem2.11. If L(3, k, kx) and R(3,X,XX) then zc = zc,, X = XX and cf(zc) = cf(A).
Proof. Notice that if L(3, zc, A) and zc > v > p > X then L(3, v, p) . Similarly, if R(3, zc, A) and k > u > p> X then R(3, v, p). Hence it is sufficient to prove that from assumption L(3,zc,zc) and R(3,X,X) it follows that cf(zc) = cf(A). Let {xa: a < zc} be a (zc,zc)-Luzin set for 3 and let {Aa: a < A} be a (A, A)-Rothberger family for 3. Let A = {(a,ß) e k x A: xa £ A A and B = k x A -A. It is easy to check that sets A and B satisfy condition (2) of Lemma 2.10. Hence cf(zc) = cf(A). G If 3 and 3 are ideals on a set X then we say that they are orthogonal if there are two sets A and B such that A e 3, B e Z and A U B = X.
Suppose now that 3 is an ideal on the group 77?. We say that Z is an invariant ideal on a group 7? if for every A e 3 and a e 7? we have a + A = {a + x: x eA} e%.
Note that 317 and 5f are invariant and orthogonal ideals on the group (R,+). Proof. From Theorem 2.12 it follows that if 3 and 3 satisfy assumptions of the corollary then R(3,k,k) holds. Thus Theorem 2.11 may be applied to ideals 3 and 3. n Corollary 2.13 is a generalization of a result of Rothberger who showed that from the same assumptions the inequality cf(zc) < A follows.
Corollary 2.14 (Rothberger). ((3f ,t,Kx)&.L(5f ,<.,)*,x) *> CH. Proof. It is clear that CH implies existence of a Luzin and Sierpiñski set. Suppose now that CH is false. Recall that for every ideal 3 if L(3,zc,A) and zc > v > p > X then L(3,u,p).
Hence we get L(37I,kx ,kx) and L(5f, k2 , k2) . By Corollary 2.13 we get cf (K,) = N, = cf(K2) = N2. a
Connections between measure and category
We shall consider connections between properties of the ideals 37? and 57 which were introduced in §2. Let ^ be the ideal of subsets of the Baire space of generated by the family {K(f): f e of] where K(f) = {g e of : g <* /} . In other words, 7%?a is the ideal generated by the a-compact subsets of of. It is easy to see that for any cardinal numbers zc and A we have N(3fa, k , X) o L(3i7a,K,X) and C(3?a ,zc,A) «■ R(3?a,K,X) o (zc = A & cf(zc) = b = ö).
Theorem 3.1. For any two cardinal numbers k and X the following implication holds:
Proof. There are only four implications in the above diagram which do not follow directly from results in §2.
(1) N(3?,k,X)^N(57,k,X). Let F: 37 -► 57 and G: 57 -* X be functions from Lemma 1.1 and let X be a (zc,A)-nonadditive family for 377. It is easy to check that the family y = {¥(A) : A e X} is a (zc, A)-nonadditive family for the ideal 5f. (4) L(377,K,X)^N(377a,K,X).
Suppose that N(Jfa,K,X) is false. Then also L(^,zc,A) is false. Let 3 be the ideal of first category subsets of the Baire space of . Then 377aç.3, hence L(3,zc,A) is also false. Recall that the Baire space of and the real line are Borel isomorphic. Moreover, there exists such an isomorphism which preserves first category sets of both spaces. Hence L(3ir, zc, A) is false. Theorem 3.2. If N(377, zc, A) then for every p such that X < p < k we have R(377, K,p) or N(3Ta,p,X). Proof. Suppose that A < p < k but ^R(3t? ,K,p) and ^N(3?a ,p,X). We shall prove that N(737, zc, A) is false. Note that it will be sufficient to show that if X is a family of closed nowhere dense subsets of R and |3C| = zc then there exists a subfamily y ç X such that |^| = A and \jy e 3t. Hence let X be a family of nowhere dense subsets of R and \X\ = k . Let us consider the family y = {T + Q: T e X}, where Q denotes the rational numbers and + the complex sum of subsets of the real line. Since there are no (zc ,p)-Rothberger families for the ideal 37 we can find a subfamily s/ ç X such that \s/\= p and (j{T + Q: T e s/} is a proper subset of R.
Let Definition 4.7. A zc-tower in the ideal 3 is an increasing sequence of elements of 3, the union of which is X.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Note that if there exists a zc-tower in 3 then there exists a cf(zc)-tower in 3. If non(3) = \X\ then there exists a non(3)-tower in 3. If add(3) = cov(3) then there exists an add(3)-tower in 3. Conversely, if there exists a zc-tower then cof(3) < cf(zc) < non(3). Hence, if for some cardinal number k there exists a zc-tower in 3 then cov(3) < non(3). It is easy to show that the inequality cov(3) < non(3) is not a sufficient condition for existence of a tower in 3.
Proposition 4.8. If there exists a K-towerin 3 and L(3,X,X) then cf(zc) = cf(A). Proof. We may assume that zc is a regular cardinal number. Suppose that (Aa: a < zc) is a zc-tower in 3 and let L be a (A,A)-Luzin set for the ideal 3. Note that (Aa n L: a < zc) is a monotonie sequence of sets from [L]< .
Since L = \J{Aa n L: a < zc} we have cf(A) = cf(|L|) < k . If A is a regular cardinal then we immediately see that A = zc . Suppose hence that cf(A) < A, cf(A) < k and let (Xa: a < cf(A)) be a sequence of cardinals cofinal with A. For every a < zc let £Q be the first ordinal number £ such that |^4QnL| < Af. Then (Ca : a < zc) is a monotonie sequence of elements from cf(A). But cf(A) < k hence (fQ : a < zc) is bounded. Let p < X be such that for every a < zc we have \Aa n L| < p. Then A = | \J{Aa n L: a < zc}| < p+ < X. D From the results above it follows that if 3 is a nice ideal and add(3) = cof(3) then L(3,zc,zc) <* (zc < |^|&cf(zc) = add(3)). Note that MA implies that add(^) = addpf) = cof(^) = cof(JT) = c. It is well known that the theory ZFC + add(^) = addpf) = cof(5?) = cof(Jf) = N, + c = N2 is relatively consistent.
The idea of first category sets
We will prove that the ideal 37 is kind and that the existence of Luzin sets and for 77Í? implies existence of Luzin families for X.
Lemma 5.1. There exists a Borel set P ç R x R such that for every t e R the set {y e R: (t,y) e P} is uncountable and for every A e 7%? we have [xeR: (3yeA)((x,y)eA)}e3T.
Proof. Let BIN be the family of all nonempty and finite functions the domain of which is contained in co and the range in {0,1}. Let S = {fe BIN": (Vn e w)(max(dom(/(«)) + 2) = min(dom(/(« + 1))))}.
We treat S as a polish space. Let P = {(f,x) e S x {0,1}W : (Vn e co)(f(n) ç x)}. Then P is a Borel subset of the space Sx {0,1}W with perfect vertical sections.
Suppose that A is a first category subset of the Cantor set {0, l)w. Let (Gn: n e co) be a decreasing sequence of open dense subsets of {0,1}°" such that {Gn: n <w}f)A = 0. Let feS besuchthat {x e {0, l}a : f(n) ç jc} ç Gn for every n eco. Let T = {heS:(Vne co)(3m > n)(f(m) = h(m))} . Then T is a comeager subset of the space S and (VheT)(VyeA)((h,y)$P).
Hence {h e S: (Vy e A)((x ,y) e A)} is a meager subset of S.
If we use Borel isomorphisms which preserves meager subsets between S and R and also between {0,1}W and R then we obtain a required subset of the plane R x R. Q Lemma 5.1 is in fact a descriptive version of the well-known observation: if c is a Cohen real over a model M then in the model M[c] there exists a perfect set of Cohen reals over the model M.
Theorem 5.2. The ideal 37 is kind.
Proof. Let PÇRxR be such a set whose existence is proved in Lemma 5.1. Suppose that s/ ç 317 and \s¡/\ < cov(3í?). For T e s/ we put T* = {x e R: (3y e T)((x,y) e P)} and s/* = {T* : T e s/}. Then s/* c 377 and \s/*\ <cov(3f) so U-^'R-Let ceR-|J^* and S = {y e R: (c ,y) e P} . Let us notice that Mokobodzki [M] has proved that if P is a Z, subset of the plane with all vertical sections uncountable then there exists a set A e 5f such that R-{xeR:
(3yeA)((x,y)eP}e5?.
A forcing version of this result is the following: if r is a random real over a model M of ZFC then in M[r] there is no perfect set of random reals over the model M.
Problems.
( 1 ) Suppose that L(5f, zc, A). Does there exists a (zc, A)-Luzin family for the ideal S? ?
(2) Suppose that L(5f ,k,k) , k < X < c and cf(zc) = cf(A). Does
L(Z,X,X)?
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Luzin sets in forcing extensions
Suppose that c is a Cohen real over a model M and that A is a Borel set coded in the model M[c] . Then there exists a Borel subset A* of R x R such that A = A*c (= {y eR: (c ,y) e A*}). Moreover if A e 377 in the model M[c] then A* is a meager subset of the plane (see for example [CP] ). An analogous fact is true for random reals and the ideal £. Note that an analogous lemma for the ideal 5f is also true. Notice also that if L(37) = {N,, K3} then L(5f) = 0 and if L(5f) = {N,, N3} then L(T%) = 0 (Corollary 2.13). This gives a contradiction with the inductive hypothesis. Case 2. a is a limit ordinal and cf(a) > co. Since \=a ( B is a nowhere dense set) there exists a Pa-name / such that Nq ( / is a code of a Borel nowhere dense set & B ç #/). (If / is a Borel code of a Borel set then #/ denotes the set which is coded by /.) Then there exists ß < a such that / is a Pg-name. Hence N (\#fnA\ > zc). This is a contradiction with the inductive hypothesis.
Case 3. a is a limit ordinal and cf(a) = co. Let / be a Pa-name such that I=q (/: zc+ -'--> B). For each t\ < k+ let M, be a maximal family of pairwise disjoint elements from Pa which decides the value of f(c¡). Let M. = {pni: new). For each n eco we fix xn( such that pni 1= (/(c;) = xn(). Let (ßn : n e co) be a monotonie and cofinal sequence in a . For every p e Pa let supp(p) denote the support of the element p .
Let us fix k e co. We extend the set {pni: n e co & max(supp(pni)) < ßn} to a maximal antichain in PR . Let {pni :neco& max(supp(pni)) < ßk) U {qni : n < co)
be such an antichain. Let fk be such a P" -name that for every n e co we have
(1) *<*"*(/*«)-*<).
(2) <7niN" (fk(i) is not defined).
Note that l=a (V{ < zc+)(V« e o>) (/"({) is defined -/"({) = /(£)) and Na (VÍ < zc+)(3« < co)(fH(i) = /(£)). Thus Nq (3« < ûj)(|{î < zc+ : /,({) is defined}| = zc+).
Let p e P and nne co be such that pNQ(|{i<zc+:/"o(Oisdefined}| = zc+).
Let t eco be such that n0 < t and supp (p) We shall extend the model Nx by c.c.c. finite support iteration of length K,. For every a < Nj we put Pa+X = Pa * AH . Let P be the direct limit of (Pa: a < Nj) and let G be a P-generic set over model Nx. Let N = NX [G] .
It is easy to check that N 1= c = N^ +1 . Moreover, using Theorem 6.4 it is easy to prove that N N ( C is a (Nw +1, N^ )-Luzin set for X ). Since at each stage of the iteration a Cohen real is added an (N, ,N, In this part we will show some connections between combinatorial properties of the ideal 5f and the measure algebrad . One such connection is shown in [CKP] . It is shown there that cof (5f) is equal to the minimal cardinality of a dense subset of 7% -{0} .
If A is a Lebesgue measurable subset of R then p(A) will denote its Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that cf(zc) > co and that A < zc. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the algebra M has (k , X)-precaliber, Then IJ^ / R • Suppose now that condition (3) holds. Let (aa: a < zc) be a sequence of elements from 31 -{0} . For every a < k we fix a set Aa such that [Aa]^ = aa and for every x e Aa the density of Aa at the point x is 1.
We define two sequences (ba : a < zc) and (Ia : a < zc) such that (a) (ba : a < zc) is a decreasing sequence of elements of 77% ; (b) (Ia: a < zc) is a sequence of pairwise disjoint countable subsets of zc ; (c) (Va < K)(ba = {ai:t:eK-{Iß:ß<a} = {ai:Ce IJ).
Since cf(zc) > co there exists a set T ç zc such that \T\ = k and b e 7%-{0} such that (Va e T)(ba = b). Let b = [B]^ and let C^B-iA^.ielJ.
Then for every a e T we have Ca e 5?. Hence there exists a set S ç T such that |5| = A and \J{Ca : a e S} ¿ B. Let x e B -{Ca : a e S}. Then je e {{A/. Ç e Ia}: a e S}. Let / be a function such that dom(/) = S and for every a e S we have f(a) e Ia and x e A,.,. The family {A,,. : a e S} = {ctfia) : a eS} is centered. Hence the theorem is proved, a A special case of Theorem 7.1 was proved in [CSW] , where it is shown that the conditions (1) 77% has (N, , N^-precaliber and (2) cov(^) > N1 are equivalent.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that cf(zc) > to, cf(A) > co and A < zc. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) 31 has (K,X)-caliber;
(2) ^N(57,k,X); (3) for every X ç of if \X\ = zc then there exists a family y ç X such that \f/\ = X anda function F e 7?cfï7 such that (Vf e J/)(3n e co)(Vm > n)(f(n) e F(n)).
Proof. Suppose that condition (1) holds. Let {Aa: a < zc} ç 5f. For any a < k let Ua be an open set of R such that ^a + Qc Ua and p(Ua) < 1. We may assume that for every a < k and every open set U if U -Ua e 5? then U ç Ua . We also assume that if a < ß < k then p(Ua) # p(Uß). Then {[Ua]^: a < k} is a subfamily of 3î of power zc. Hence there exists a set T e [k] x and a measurable set S such that p(R -S) > 0 and £{[t/J: a ê } = [S]_s> ■ We may assume that for every open set U if U -S e 5f then U ç S. Hence we have {Ua: a e T} ç S. Therefore for every a e T the set Aa is contained in the set D = (~){S -q : q e Q} . Notice that D e5f. Hence {Aa:aeT}e5?.
The implication (2) -» (3) follows immediately from Lemma 1.3. Suppose that condition (3) holds and that (aa: a < zc) is a sequence of different elements from 31. For every a < zc we choose a measurable subset Aa of R such that aa = [Aa]^ . Since cf(k) > co we may assume that there exists e > 0 such that for every a < K we have p(Aa) < 1 -e . Let 77 = {U: U is a finite union of intervals with rational endpoints } .
For every n e co let 37(h) = {Ue&: p(U) < e/(n*2n+2)} . For every a < k we fix a sequence (Ian : neto) such that (a) AaC{Ian:neco}; (b) p(/a0)<l-e; (c) if n > 0 then / e 3(n).
We may assume that there exists J e 7? such that for every a < zc we have Ia0 = J . By the assumption there exists a function F such that dom(F) = co and (V« e co)(F(n) e 3(n)~n) and a set Te [k]à such that (Va e T)(3n e co)(Vm > n) (Iam e F(m) ). For every n e co let Kn = F(n). Then p(Kn) < e/2n+ for every n > 0. Moreover, for every a e T there exists nae co such He showed that conditions (1) 31 has (N, ,N,)-caliber and (2) addLS*) > N1 are equivalent.
